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Case ID #: (Pending)

Title: DOMAIN MANAGEMENT WHITE SUPREMACIST/SOLEIGN CITIZEN/MILITIA GROUPS 00: SAN FRANCISCO

Synopsis: To provide San Francisco Domain Management Team with analysis of the White Supremacist/Sovereign Citizens/Militia groups threat in the San Francisco Division's domain.

Details: In February 2009, IA was tasked by to provide intelligence regarding threats from White Supremacist/Sovereign Citizens/Militia groups in the San Francisco Division's domain. Based upon tasked with producing a Domain Intelligence Note (DIN) on the White Supremacist/Sovereign Citizens/Militia Domestic Terrorism threats in the San Francisco Division's domain.

IA conducted analysis of all related cases regarding the White Supremacist/Sovereign Citizens/Militia groups threat to the San Francisco Division's to determine any. A conference call was held on 02/03/09 at 11:00 am and the information obtained through analysis of case data and institutional knowledge was provided to this time (reference case file serial ). There has been no new information developed beyond what was
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provided to [redacted] for the creation of the White Supremacist/Sovereign Citizens/Militia groups Domain Intelligence Note.
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